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Welcome to 2024's home design forecast!

As we embrace a new year, it's the perfect time to
reimagine your living spaces. We're bringing
insights from Houzz on the latest trends set to
redefine homes with an exciting blend of comfort
and elegance in 2024.

Whether you're a homeowner looking to refresh
your space or a design professional seeking
inspiration, this guide is your compass to
navigating the trends that will dominate the home
design landscape. Dive in as we explore how these
trends can make every corner a reflection of your
personal taste and the latest in design innovation.

(800) 380-9186 dasocustomcabinetry.com

A Year of Bold &
Cozy Transformations

tel:8003809186


SW 6239
Upward

COLOR OF THE YEAR 2024

Discover the tranquil beauty of
Upward, a blissful blue that captures
the essence of a clear sky. 

This subtle shade brings a hint of silver lining
into your home, creating spaces that radiate
with positive energy, creative thinking, and
total contentment. Upward embodies the calm
of a slow, deep breath, inviting you to relax and
clear your mind in its presence.

Upward turns any room into a sanctuary of
peace and creativity. It's ideal for accent
walls, textiles, and furniture, enhancing your
decor with its serene glow. Pair it with crisp
whites, soft neutrals, or natural wood tones for
a grounded, soothing look, or add metallic
accents for a touch of sophistication. 

Whether in the kitchen, bathroom, or living
space, Upward transforms the space into a
tranquil retreat, promoting a sense of well-
being and joy.



SINGING THE BLUES



Blending 
Backsplashes

In 2024, the backsplash is evolving from
its traditional role into a striking design
statement, transforming kitchens into
works of art. As we blend different
materials and extend surfaces, the
backsplash is no longer just a practical
addition but a centerpiece of kitchen
design. 

Here’s how the trend of blending
backsplashes is setting the stage for a
dramatic kitchen aesthetic:

Stone or Quartz Slabs: A single slab
of stone or quartz behind the range or
sink creates a sleek, uninterrupted
look. This is often matched with the
kitchen countertop for a cohesive
feel.

Tile Surround: While the main area
features a slab, the surrounding
backsplash might showcase
complementary tiles. This contrast
adds depth and interest to the
kitchen's overall design.

Color and Texture Play: Beyond
materials, color and texture play
significant roles in blended
backsplashes. Designers are getting
bolder, moving away from safe
neutrals to more daring hues and
tactile surfaces.



The Rise of the
Mud-Laundry Room

The evolution of home utility spaces
takes an innovative leap with the
integration of laundry rooms and
mudrooms into a single, highly
functional area. This trend reflects the
growing desire for efficiency and
organization in our homes, catering to
busy lifestyles while maintaining a 
sense of elegance and order.

The mud-laundry room is designed to tackle the challenges of everyday life,
acting as a multifunctional space that's both practical and stylish. 

It's where the outdoors meets the indoors, allowing families to handle
everything from dirty boots and rain-soaked coats to laundry needs in one
convenient location. Whether you're coming or going, this space will ensure
everything is in its place, so you can focus on what matters most.



Reviving Tradition in Modern Spaces

In 2024, the allure of the past meets modern
living as classic elements make a comeback in
home design. Natural materials like wood, brick,
and stone are reimagined to bring warmth and
history into contemporary settings.
Architectural features such as arches and

Making the ‘Old’ 
New Again

Tuck Away Clutter
The Appliance Garage

crown moldings are
reintroduced, adding
layers of timeless
elegance. At the
same time, the
inclusion of modern
comforts ensures
spaces remain
functional and
aligned with the
needs of today's
lifestyles. 

This trend isn't just about
aesthetics; it's about preserving
craftsmanship. 

Making the old new again is about
creating spaces that are conscious,
comfortable, and rich with quality.
Let’s transform your home into a
seamless blend of the old and new,
where every element is a testament
to tradition and modernity.

An appliance garage is the epitome of modern kitchen
convenience, offering a sleek and stylish way to keep
your countertops clear while ensuring your appliances
are always at hand. 

This innovative cabinet, customizable in size and style,
is designed to fit seamlessly into your kitchen's
aesthetic. With options for built-in electrical outlets,
you can use your appliances right where they are
stored, minimizing mess and maximizing efficiency.



COLUMBUS BUILDING & RENOVATION EXPO

Date: January 5 - 7
Location: Ohio Expo Center - Kasich Hall

Find us at these upcoming event, where we’ll be showcasing our
newest designs and innovative solutions. Explore, get inspired,

and discuss your needs with us in person!

Upcoming
Events

THE GREAT BIG HOME + GARDEN SHOW

Date: February 2 - 11
Location: I-X CENTER

AKRON HOME & GARDEN SHOW

Date: February 16 - 18
Location: John S. Knight Center

THE GREAT BIG HOME + GARDEN SHOW

Date: February 17 - 25
Location: Ohio Expo Center - Bricker &
Celeste Buildings

CLEVELAND HOME + REMODELING EXPO

Date: March 22 - 24
Location: I-X CENTER



CLICK HERE TO START YOUR HOME PROJECT IN 2024

Upper Cabinets
Function & Form

The 2024 kitchen sees a smart return of
upper cabinets, as homeowners seek the

perfect balance between open space and
essential storage. This trend reflects a move
towards practical, yet aesthetically pleasing

kitchens where every element, including
upper cabinets, is thoughtfully integrated to

maximize both style and functionality. 

In the coming year, as you contemplate bringing these trends to life in your
next home project, remember that the most beautiful homes are the ones

that resonate with the people who live in them. 

Whether it's reviving the charm of traditional elements, embracing the
serenity of nature-inspired hues, or optimizing your space with smart storage

solutions, your home is a canvas for your story.

If you're ready to take the first step towards transforming your home in 2024,
we're here to help bring your vision to life. No matter the scope or scale, Daso

Custom Cabinetry is committed to crafting custom spaces that not only
reflect the latest trends but also embody your unique style and needs.

Here's to a year of beautiful transformations, meaningful changes, and
spaces that inspire. Let's make 2024 a year to remember, one well-designed

space at a time.

Embarking on a Journey of
Transformation

https://www.dasocustomcabinetry.com/custom-cabinet-quote/
https://www.dasocustomcabinetry.com/custom-cabinet-quote/

